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CARWASHING APPARATUS 
John G. Friers, Derby, Conn. 
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9 Claims. (Cl. 134-123) 

The present invention relates to carwashing apparatus, 
and more particularly to the type of washing apparatus 
which includes a spraying frame from which jets of water 
or soapy solution may be sprayed onto an automobile. 

Carwashing apparatus have been proposed in which an 
inverted, substantially U shaped frame is guided along 
a pair of spaced tracks, the car to be washed being 
placed between the tracks. The frame is then pushed or 
driven along the length of the car——or the car is driven 
back and forth under the frame. Different supply pipes 
for soapy solution, and for rinsing or wetting have usually 
been used. This arrangement has the disadvantage that 
usually a pair of permanent tracks have to be laid in 
or on the garage ?oor, which necessitates fairly expen 
sive cement work; further, that the car has to be brought 
to the washing station; that only one car can be washed 
at a time; and also, that the car has to be located fairly ‘ 
accurately between the spaced tracks to prevent damage 
to the car by the spraying frame.‘ A further disadvan 
tage of such an apparatus is that it takes up consider 
able space within the garage itself, and that fairly exten 
sive and expensive plumbing connections have to be made. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
carwashing apparatus which requires no outside plumb 
ing installation, is entirely self-contained, and is inde 
pendent of any installed tracks. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide a 
carwashing apparatus which may be brought to the ‘car, 
wherever it may be located-rather than the car to the 
apparatus—-and which is portable and can readily be 
moved about a garage, gasolene station, orparking area. 

It is still another object of the invention to provide‘ 
means which will guide the carwashing apparatus along 
side the car to be washed, thereby preventing damage to 
the same, which means may be removably located with 
respect to the car. It is yet another object to provide 
a carwashing apparatus which is capable of washing a 
plurality of cars in a row, such as may be parked in a 
parking lot, removed from any permanently installed 
plumbing or water supply. 

It is still another object of the invention to provide 
a carwashing apparatus in conjunction with a dolly, which 
is self powered and includes the necessary means to Wash 
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‘ :panying drawings, in which: 
Fig. 1 is a top plan view of the apparatus in position‘ 

cars, but which also may be used as a portable source ‘ 
of power about a garage or gasolene station, as a port— 
able compressor or pump, and to which a small snow 
plough may be attached for power ploughing, or which 
may be used as a small tractor to pull equipment, or 
disabled cars, at low speeds. ‘ 

It is yet another object of the invention to provide‘ 

“65 means permitting a spraying frame to be swingably 
mounted and connected to the apparatus. Such a spray 
ing frame should be capable of being taken apart and 
provided with interchangeable parts of different sizes for 
use with passenger cars, trucks, and heavy equipment. 

According to the present invention, I provide agcar 
washing apparatus in which a frame has a plurality of 
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wheels. mounted thereon, to support the ‘frame for move-‘ " " it being broken away; 
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2 
meat over a surface, such as the garage ?oor; the frame 
carries a motor, a pump connected to the motor, a tank 
to hold washing water, and an upright pipe, having spray 
ing nozzles screwed therein. Pipes are provided to con 
nect the tank to the pump, and the high pressure side 
of the pump to the upright pipe, which preferably is 
connected to an inverted, substantially U~shaped spraying 
frame. 
A container for cleaning substance (preferably a liquid 5 

detergent) is mounted on the frame, and has a pipe con- ~ 
nection to the piping from the main tank to the spray- - 

The motor is also preferably connected to a 1 
small transmission, having a forward, neutral, and reverse : 

a connection is made from the transmission‘. 
to the wheels, so that the wheels, and with it the whole= 
apparatus, may be power driven in a selected direction. 
According to a feature of the invention, the ‘?uid tank: 

its weight counterbal— 
ances the weight of the spraying frame, thereby permitting; 

ing frame. 

position, and 

is so located on the frame that 

the portion of the spraying frame distant from the tank; 
to be entirely supported by the support frame, and mak~ 
ing the location of a track to support this distant portion: 
unnecessary. 

Still another feature of the invention contemplates the 
use of wheel guide means to guide the wheels of the: 
support frame (which forms what might be termed a; 
dolly, or washing cart), so that the dolly, and the spray‘ 
ing frame secured thereto, are always correctly spaced 
from the car to be washed. These guide means are pref— 
erably provided with a locating means, such as a wheel 

to be washed, so that the dolly wheel 
correctly spaced with respect to the car. 
Yet another feature of the invention contemplates the 

provision of a spraying frame consisting of a single pipe 
having spraying nozzles secured therein, which frame is 

guide means are 

swingably mounted on the dolly so that it may be folded ‘ 
against the dolly, thereby taking up little space in a 
garage. The frame is preferably so constructed as to 
be separable into several sections, so that it may be taken 
apart easily and stored disassembled. 

Still other features of the invention relate to struc 
tures used in the construction of the dolly, and the spray 
ing frame, and the, elements‘ thereof. 
The novel features which are considered/as character 

istic for the invention are set forth‘in particular in the 
The invention itself, however, both as 

to its construction and its method of operation, together 
with additional objects and advantages thereof, will best i 
be understood from‘the following description of speci?c, 
embodiments when read in connection with the accom 

to wash a car; 
Fig. 2 is a side view of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a ‘rear view of Fig. 1; > . 

‘Fig. 4 is a side view, partly, in section, showing the 
water supply connection to the tank of the apparatus; 

Fig. 5 is an elevational view, partly in section, showing, i 
the ?uid supply connection to the spraying frame; 

Fig. 6 is a top sectional view taken along line 6-6 of ‘ ‘ 
Fig. 5; 

Fig. 7 is an elevational view, partly in section, showing; 
a wheel connection to an axle; 

Fig. 8 is a side view of Fig. 7; ‘ 
Fig. 9 is a perspective view showing the connection of' 

the wheel guides; 
Fig. 10 is a sectional view taken along line Ill-10 of 

Fig. 9; 
Fig. 11 is a perspective view of a wheel guide, part of]; 

wheels of the car , 



lzyisaacross-sectional~elevational view of a one 

wamluteh; 
Fig. 13 is a detail viewofuthe spraying frame, in ele 

vation, showing the splash guards and stiffening mem 
bers; 
TE-ig. ‘i 14 .is a sectional wiew: taken ‘along = ‘(line 114F414 

ofsF-ig. 13;.and 
- ; Fig. 15, is - a. schematic; ‘plumbing diagrams’ of»: an» alter 

natej. form .of-pip e, connection. 

tQy-EigS; L to13;; Lgenerally. indicates the car tol-belwa'shed. 
Two wheels of the car are indicated at 2a and, 215, since 
the.-.apparatus. is :designed to- cooperate'with ‘alignedwheels 
of.->the~car to? be washed. v‘1Sygenerallyindicates. a~dolly, 
on. small-cart; having-wheels» 4;"5,» 6, and 7 ‘located-on‘. 
opposite .>sides,=and= at- opposite ends-oftheldolly 3. 'The 
dolly :is, ‘built rip-of a frame-8 and ~is~preferably~provided 
witht-a; platform, ror'support 9, ton» which the various ele 
ments .' .-0f :‘ithe apparatus ~may1 be - conveniently mounted. 
Secured to the‘iframei is aihandle 8’~so1that the=dolly may“ 
be conveniently-‘manipulated. ~A ‘motor I 10 ‘is ~ mounted 
on the platformi 9-1of the Bdollya 3 ;» the motor is connected 
to;.a.-pump_' 11.by~ any suitablevand wellknown means, 
such pasta‘ ?exible coupling. ‘A gearbox- 12 ‘is, connected 
tovthe. motor drive shaft,‘*for' example by‘ being secured 
tothe main shaftof thepump 11,- as‘shown. ‘The‘gear 
box preferably has a high speed reduction, and is provided 
with: aishift"lever-having avhandle- 13 ~ permitting shifting 
thewgearsto a'forward (F), neutral (N) and reverse (R) 
direction. At the output side ~ of the vgearbox 13,-.,a 
sprocket-‘wheel 60‘ is mounted and connected as will 
appear, ‘hereafter. 
--A:tank 14 (which-may be a standard, 55,_gallon‘drurn) 

is ‘mounted onplatform 9 in- any suitable and well known 
manner; for example bywelding, by;a circumferential 
strap, {or‘the flike. This tank~may beil?lledin anylsuit 
able manner, e. g.-by“ ?lling it with awgardenjhose. ‘.(If 
it iside'sired to ?ll- thewtank whilethe ,dolly is in motion, 
a hose may be connected to a'?llerpipe'17 (see Fig. 4) 
which is~placed-within'an'inlet pipe 15 secured-.to the 
tank“. ‘Inlet-pipelS isgsplit at the ‘far end thereof, 
as ‘shown at‘16,~and<a tightening nut‘v 18 is placed over 
the'split-end. -‘~When it is desired to store ‘themachine, 
?llerv pipe117 is pushed into inlet‘15.as‘ far as itwill go, 
thereby taking up no space beyondjthe outline of the dolly; 
however, when'-the;dolly'3 is moving, a hose connected 
to pipe<17~~when pushed in. might ‘get tangled withthe 
wheels 6 and 7 of dolly‘3,'unless.a rigid clearance mem 
berisprovided. 'When"?ll_er_pipe“17 isextended, a?hose 
will clear ‘the wheels of the dolly. 
vThe tank-'14 is connected to the pump by?rneanswo?a 

pipe‘ 20. A soap vessel, or ‘detergent. container,_21,is 
secured to the‘platform in any. suitablemaunerand con 
nected to the pipe>20 bymeans of asupplypipeiZZ?nd 
an injector ~ connection'24. 
in pipe '22 to control the?ow of soap orndetergent, ior 
othercleaning substance. 'The cleaning substancemay 
be a liquid, and may be gravity fed. as shown irfFigQZ. 
The car 1 is wetted andlwashed'by a spraying frame 

25. This frame essentially consists of a pipe " having 
nozzlesv 26 screwed therein. ‘The frame 25 is'securedl to 
the:_dolly'3r at-one side of the dolly. ~An upright-fasten 
ing member.” is mounted on the‘frame of the dolly‘ 3 
and the frame; 25 .is secureduto ‘this fastening-member 
27':by= anysuitablemeans, fOII‘iBXMTlPl?' .by straps encir 
cling the frame 25 and welded to member 27. The frame 
25._.is;.preferably,secured so. as :10 be;swingablezabout<~~its 
upright portion 28 adjacent the member 27,,1s as_<_to;take 
up less space in a garage. -In1Fig.- 1,;251; dicatespzin 
dotted lines the position, offrame. 25<when~ swung into 
storage position. The frame 25 is preferably-made .of 
two sections; one, consisting, ofvan ruprightpipe portion 
28*‘ and a ‘horizontal pipe portion 29a; the “other of a 
generally hqrizontallgipeportinn-221), and- atdepending 
pipe poftion?l. "The two sections aregjgined?tggether, 

A shutoff co'ck_v23 ‘is, placed‘, 
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by a union 30. In order to take mechanical strain otf 
~theeooperating-facesof‘the union,"I prefer to make‘the 
pipe portion 29b of smallerkdiameter than the pipe por 
tion 29a. The part of the union secured to the smaller 
pipe may then be bored out so that pipe portion 2% may 
extend beyond the face of the union part and can slide 
into the pipe portion 29a up to the ?rst nozzle adjacent 
the union. The union mayealso?be located on the upright 
portion 28 ofxtheupipeyframe'Zi-andthe horizontal por 
tion 29 made‘ in one piece. By having various sizes of 
pipe frames it.istvthereforenpossible-.torwash small cars, 
as well,..aS. l?fge t1;u,cl;s,..andv ,still?haveraspraying frame 
which is “close enough to "the surface of the car to be 

~ washed for ef?cienttcleaning. The>.;spraying frame 25 
is preferably made of lightweight pipe, such as alumi 
num, and it can be entirely self supporting. It is to 
be noted that the weight of the spraying frame 25 can be 
entirely balanced by the weight of_.the tank. When'a 

~ standard *55 gallon ,steel jdrurn' is used it. must ‘,be ,so 
mountedvthat its_center oflgravity falls betweena median 
line; of the‘dolly and ‘the sideopposite the fastening mem 
ber‘ 2,7,in order to" balancea sprayingframe of standard 
1" galvanized iron, pipe; suf?cientlydarge. to .clearthe 
largest passenger cars currently made. If thespraying 
frame is made ,of-alurninum pipe of ,similar size, noun 
balance‘of- thedjolly will resultueven, if the tank 14 is 
mounted, centrally ofthe dolly 3. Whencomputing .the 
amount" of off-center mounting of tank 14, the weight 
of ‘the watergin ‘.the sprayingfrarne25 has to be .con 
sidered; as .well as the weightof the frame itself. 
'The dolly 3, together with the spraying frame 125, is 

guided along the‘ length of the. car. 1v ,bymeans vof...whe,el 
,guides'35. 'These wheelguidesarepreferably madewin 
sections, 35a,f 35b, ‘35:c,,e_tc.. ofsuitable length, .soias to 
be easily portable. [Referring nowvparticularly. to Figs. 
9 to 1l,,,\each_.. section of ,the wheel guide is preferably 
made, of, a pair Of.angle,;ironsi136a, 36b, connected to 
gether‘ bystraps 37. ,The wheels of the dolly .3 can vthen 
ride on the surface onwhichthewheel‘guides are placed. 
The wheel guidesrare joined. loosely: together so as to 
accommodate uneven .surfaces,- such .as wouldpbeen 
countered at parking. areas. The: angles 36a, 136b, .are 
notched as at 45, near one .end, a. plurality ,of notches 
being preferably provided so. that thetotallength of the 
wheel guide maybemade .longenor shorter. The:other 
endof each section. is, providedwith. an, extension~43, 
set off, as at’44, and providedwith studs 46n?ttinginto 
the notches,_of,j'the nextv adjacent. section. ‘ 

In order tolocateihe .wheelguide 35~with respect .to 
the car’ 1, .one, ,or?severalof the sections are provided 
with wheeljshoes ?tting against the wheels. 2a,-2b ofcar 
1. ‘These wheel», .shoespreferably have. a forked ‘section 
38,. secured. to asupport member .39 spacing the =-fork 
38'from,ajfasteningplate 40..which._may. be secured to 
one of the wheeLUguide,angles,,.36a. The wheelshoes 
are preferably _. adjustablealongthe length of the wheel 
guide, to accommodate cars or trucks-of differing-wheel 
bases; abolt and nut‘ combination, slidablein a notch 
42.and ‘having a bolt v4lisecuredtto- the fastening platev40 
forms a, simple means ,.of.,mounting the: wheel shoes .ad 
justably . on ‘the wheel, guide. 
As noted. ‘above,,.,the.spraying frame 25- is; preferably 

p. ,mountedgonfthe. dol1y3 to swing from an extended posi 
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as 
'over the 

tion ._(_shown ill-solid, lines in Fig.'1)..to a storageposition 
(shownat_25',y_in;dotted lines in Fig.v 1). As shown vin 
Fig. l, a pipe'47, having a valve..48_~;inte_rposed therein, 
connects?the high-pressureside of pump. 11v ‘to, the. spray 
1ng1fr'ame25. ,.The connectionof the pipe-47 tothe; up 
rightrportion. 28 of the. spraying frame 25 is illustrated :in 
detail inFigSUSUand 6. 

. The..upright..portion .28. of .ithe pipe ~~has 1 a - hole .349 
drilled .intothe. sidewall. A:sleeve,-50. of= a. resilient ‘ ma 
terial, such;as, rubbenhaying a :hQlQaSl therein,- \is passed 

'PiPeZS sothat- the holesi49 anda5lrareiinzre'eis 
‘ ' ' ' is-..then,.p1aced.i-over; the-resil 
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ient sleeve 50. The split sleeve has an outlet stub pipe 
secured thereto. The outlet stub pipe 53 is then secured 
by means of a nut 54 to piprv 47 as is well known in the 
plumbing art. The split sleeve 52 has a clamping ex 
tension 55, and can be tightened together by screws 55'. 
When the screws 55’ are loose, the frame 25 can be 
swung readily from extended into storage position. 
Tightening of the screws 55’ when the frame is in ex 
tended position will line up the outlet stub 53, holes 51 
and 49, and permit ?ow of fluid from the pipe 47 into the 
frame 25, without danger of leakage, due to resilience 
of the interposed sleeve 50. The split sleeve may be 
secured to the upright member 27 of the dolly 3, for ex 
ample by means of screws 56, and form in itself an 
attaching means for the frame to the dolly. 
The dolly 3 may be pushed along the length of the 

car 1, or it may be driven along under its own power. 
The sprocket wheel 60, connected to the gear box 12 
(which is connected to the motor 10) drives a sprocket 
chain 61. Chain 61 is in engagement with a second 
sprocket wheel 62 which is fast on an axle 64, for ex 
ample by means of set screw 63. The axle 64 is secured 
to frame 8 by means of bearing 65 and connects the 
two wheels 4 and 6 of dolly 3. Referring particularly 
to Figs. 7 and 8, I have there shown a simple driving 
connection of the wheel 6 to the axle 64. The wheel 6 
is provided with a hub 66 and a rim support 67, having 
holes 67’ therein. The hub is freely rotatable on the 
shaft 64; an attaching member having a hub 68 is lo~ 
cated on the shaft adjacent the wheel 6. The attach~ 
ing member is provided with a radially extending 
strap 69, having axially extending pins 70 secured 
thereto, ?tting into the holes 67’. Both the shaft 
and the attaching member have a radial hole bored 
therethrough, through which a cotter pin is passed, con 
necting the shaft 64 and the hub of the attaching mem 
ber, 68, together, as shown at 71. The pins '70, en 
gaging the wheel 6, will then drive the same, when the 
shaft or axle 64 is being driven. 
The motor 10 driving the pump and the dolly may be 

either a gasolene or electric motor, two horsepower being 
an adequate size. For some purposes it may be preferred 
to use a gasolene motor, since it is entirely independent 
of any cables or power connections and the dolly may 
then be used as a small tractor. Small gasolene engines 
are usually started by means of a starting rope, as is well 
known. To facilitate starting such a motor, and winding 
the rope around a starting drum, I provide a one~way 
clutch, particularly illustrated in Fig. 12 of the accom 
panying drawings. 80 is a central shaft which may turn 
in either direction; a driven shaft (which will turn in 
one direction only) 81 has an axial bore drilled therein, 
and the shaft 80 is placed into the bore, which should 
be of such size that shaft 80 can just turn freely within 
shaft 81. The shaft 81 has a depression, or relief formed 
therein, as shown at 83. A substantially tangential bore 
extends from the outside of shaft 81 to the depression, 
as shown at 82. The outside end of this bore 32 is 
tapped to receive a holding screw 86. A roller 84 (which 
may be a small ball, or a rolling pin, depending on the 
axial length of the depression 83) is placed into depression 
83, between the shafts 81 and 80. A spring 85 holds the 
roller 34 in position and urges roller 34 to a location 
where it will engage both shafts. It is to be noted that 
the depression or relief 83 is so formed as to merge 
smoothly into the circular contour of the bore of shaft 
81. When the central shaft 80 turns in a counterclock 
wise direction, it will take along the roller 84, which 
will become wedged between the shafts 80 and 81, thereby 
turning shaft 81. However, when shaft 80 is turning 
in a clockwise direction, roller 84 will turn and roll away 
from the position where it becomes wedged between shafts 
80 and 81, and shaft 81 will remain stationary. The 
small holding screw 86 may be screwed in or out of bore 
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82, thereby adjusting the tension of spring 85 and con 
trolling the backlash of the one-way clutch. 
The depression may also be formed in the central shaft, 

and the outside shaft 81 may be left round, or the de 
pression may be formed in both shafts, 80 and 81, as de 
sired. In such cases the bore 82 has to be formed in 
the central shaft, and care must be taken in assembling 
the shafts together. 
The nozzles 26 screwed into the spraying frame have 

generally a very small central duct through which the 
spraying water, or washing solution, is being forced. 
Small solid particles which may become lodged near the 
outside of the nozzles may de?ect the stream of water 
towards undesirable directions. In order to keep the 
streams of water from the nozzles always: directed on 
the car, I prefer to enclose the pipe with a baffle, or splash 
guard, 9i]. Referring now to Figs. 13 and 14, the splash 
guard 90 essentially consists of sheet metal which has a 
trough shaped portion 92, partly encircling the pipes‘ 
28, 29a, 29b, and 31, and two projecting ?anges 93, as 
particularly illustrated in Fig. 14. The baffle 90 is held 
on the pipes by means of screws 91, clamping the trough 
shaped portion 92 securely around the pipes. The ba?les 
may be made either in small, individual guards located 
over the pipes in the region of the nozzles, or they may 
be made substantially continuous along the lengths of the 
pipe sections. At the junction of the horizontal and the 
vertical sections, the splashguards may then be intercon~ 
nected as shown at 94 and 95 (Fig. 13), thereby adding 
to the stiffness and rigidity of frame 25. 

In Fig. 15 I have illustrated a modi?ed form of pipe 
connection which is also suitable. The main water valve, 
48, is here placed in pipe 2t) leading from the tank 14 
to the pump 11; the detergent solution is injected at point 
97, at the high pressure side of the pump. If this arrange 
ment is used, a suction—injection device (such as a ven 
turi tube, for example) is necessary in order to prevent 
the water under pressure from escaping into the detergent 
vessel 21. 
The operation of my apparatus is as follows: The wheel 

shoes are placed along aligned wheels of the car to be 
washed, with their forked section 38 against the wheels 
2a and 2b. The wheel guide sections 35 are then as 
sembled as shown in Fig. 9, and secured to the wheel 
shoes. In the meanwhile, the tank 14 of the dolly can be 
?lled. The dolly is then brought to the car, and wheels 
4 and 5 thereof substantially aligned with the Wheel guide. 
Valves 23 and 48 are closed, the handle 13 set on neutral 
(N), and the motor started. The spraying frame is then 
extended to the solid line position shown in Fig. l, valve 
48 is opened (valve 23 remains closed) and the handle 
13 moved to engage the gearing in the appropriate direc 
tion to drive the dolly 3 along the length‘ of the car 1 to 
Wet the same. A detergent (which is preferably liquid) 
is then placed in vessel 21. The valve 4-6 is partially 
closed (less pressure and less water being necessary for 
the soaping operation) and valve 23 opened. The gear 
shift handle 13 is then moved in the direction opposite 
to its previous setting, and the dolly 3 will travel again 
along the length of car 1, soaping the car by the soapy 
spray from frame 25. Then the direction of travel of 
the dolly again is reversed, valve 48 opened fully, and 
valve 23 closed, and the car is rinsed. It is usually ad 
vantageous to permit the dolly to travel back and forth 
along the car when rinsing to wash off any soap or dirt 
which may lodge in‘ crevices or moldings. 

I have found that a SS-gallon drum is sufficient to wash 
one car, about 40 to 45 gallons of water being necessary 
for one washing operation. About 11/2 pints of a com 
mercial detergent, such as “Immunol Solvent” (manu 
factored by the Haas Miller Corp, Philadelphia, Pa.) are 
sufficient for thorough soaping. 
The dolly itself may be quite small, about 21/2 ft. wide 

by 41/2 ft. long, and about 3 ft. high. 
frame should have a minimum horizontal clearance of 

The spraying , 
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71/2.:‘ft.,tand :may' be about‘ 61to> 8 ft. high,iifeit is intended 
to wash the now :currentrpassenger automobiles. FBymak 
ingxthe-Itra'ck guide sections aboutv5' ft: -long,-- and of light 
weight,'imetal,'"they can-.easilyibe‘ stored ont-top of the 
dolly. 

Theap'paratus: is‘ entirely independent of‘any'perma 
nent'plumbing connections,»=and"by placing»- a larger tank 
on the dolly, a number of cars in a row’ (-such as- would 
be: found on r a parking place)- can-be '-wafshed,' without 
disturbing. ‘their. position, and'lwithout- driving "them to‘ a 
predetermined washing-station. (‘The wheel guides .will 
keep the. dolly and‘ the frame properly spaced-from=‘the 
cars to benwashed, and 'will‘guide the ‘dolly along the 
cars, even ifv the: surface onewhichwthe‘dolly: runs? is un 
even. ilfdesired, the 'inletpipe1'17: may be extended,‘ and 
the tank‘ may. be continuously?lled-while‘the’ apparatus 
is‘washing. "This:may~prove advantageous, where‘the 
source ofw-watercan supply more~water~than is needed 
for soaping, but- not enough; for~wetting,-.and~ rinsing. 

It will be understood that each of the elements de-' 
scribed above,.-or two or'more together,~~may»also~ ?nd 
a useful application‘ in other‘ types ' of- washing > apparatus, 
di?ering from the type described‘above. 

‘ While the invention has been illustrated and described 
as embodied in a small, movable carwashing apparatus, 
it is not intended to be limited torrthe'details shown, 
since various modi?cations and structural changes vmay 
be made. By applying current knowledge,v the invention, 
including the features that fairly constitute essential char 
acteristics of the generic and speci?c aspects -thereof,~may 
be'adaptedto various applications-and such adaptations 
should and are intended to be comprehended within the 
meaning and range of equivalenceof the following claims. 

, I claim: 

1. In washing apparatus for bulky ‘objectspa liquid‘ 
supply havingv an outlet; means'for supplying liquid at 
said outlet under pressure; and a spray frame/connected 
to saidv outlet and comprising aJpipe'bent'intov substan 
tially inverted U-shaped form adapted to be secured'at 
one leg of the U only-‘and having a substantially vertical 
section, a horizontal section having one end integral with 
said vertical section and secured to the upper end there 
of,'and a depending sectiontlsecured to the free'rend of 
the horizontal section; and stiffening members’ secured 
to said sections,.said stiffening members having a trough 
shaped portion and a projecting '?ange'portion, the trough 
shaped portion being secured over the pipe from‘the 
outside thereof with the ?ange portion projecting parallel 
to‘ the sections inwardly of- the- U; and connection means 
securing the ?ange portions together adjacent the respec 
tive junction points of the vertical section, the horizontal 
section, and the depending section. 

2. A car washing apparatus comprising a'dollyhaving 
a substantially rcctangularframe and a plurality of wheels 
secured to said frame to support the same-for rolling 
movement over a surface; a ?uid tank having: a predeter 
mined center of. gravity secured to said frame, said tank 
being so located-that the vertical projection of the center 
of gravity falls in the region ‘ between a ‘longitudinal 
median line of the frame and one side thereof; a pump 
mounted on said frame; ?uid connection means from 
said fluid tank to said‘pump; a driving‘motor mounted 
on said frame. and operatively connected to said pump; 
means selectively connecting the driving motor to- at least 
one wheel of vthe dolly; a spraying pipehaving a substan 
tially upright portion, a substantially‘horizontal portion 
secured to said upright portionat its upperend; and a 
depending portion ‘secured =atvthe upper-end thereof to 
said substantially horizontal: portion, the lower end of 
said depending portion-being freeutol'formzan inverted 
U frame secured at one leg-only tothe frame, said spray 
ing pipe having its upright portion secured to'the'other 
side of the dolly in substantially vertical direction so 
that theweight of the spraying‘ pipe‘including the upright, 
the. horizontal,- and vthe dependingtportionstwill be ‘counter 
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balancedby’the weight of ‘the tank; and conduit means 
removably" connecting said’ pump and‘ said‘ spraying’ pipe. 

3. ; A car washing apparatus according to claim 2 where 
in the horizontal portion is-divided‘ into- a ?rst pipe .sec 
tion and a- second pipe‘ section,»and~ the second pipe sec 
tion is ofslightly smalleroutside-diameter than the inside 
diameter of the‘?rst pipe‘section; and a u'nionis pro 
vided'to join said sections together, said‘union' having a 
pair vof parts formed withcooperating faces and having 
one part mounted'on the ?rst-pipe section and the other 
part 'onthe second pipe section; said second'section hav 
ing a projecting stub extending through'and- beyond the 
part of the: unionassociated-therewith and dispose‘d‘in 
telescoping relation within‘the inside of the ?rst pipe sec 
tion whereby mechanical strain ‘due’ to the-bendingmo 
ment of the depending section is taken up by the‘ project 
ing stub and mechanical strain is taken oif'thegcooperat 
ing faces of the union. 

4. "A car washing apparatus» according to claim 2 where 
in the upright‘portion of the spraying pipe is secured to 
the dolly‘ for‘ swinging movement-*about'i’the axis of. the 
pipe to provide for-movement of the horizontal ‘portion 
and the free depending portiontsecured thereto without 
disturbing the position of the=dolly so ‘that? the spray pipe 
may be swung to be located in an ‘upright planesubstan 
tially coinciding with the~other side of the ' dolly. 

5. A carwashing' apparatus according to claim, 2 in 
cluding stiffening and spray directing members secured 
to the portions of thesprayingpipe,~said>sti?ening and 
spray'directing members comprisinga troughsshaped por 
tion and‘a projecting ?ange portion, the itrough-shaped 
portion being secured'over the spray pipe‘frorn the out 
side thereof with the flange portion projectingparallel to 
the pipe portions inwar‘dlyof the, U, and connection means 
securing the ?angeportions together adjacent ‘the respec 
tive junction. points of ,‘the uprightllpipe portion,‘the"ho'ri 
zontal- pipe portion and the ‘depending pipe portion. 

‘6. An independently movable car washing :apparatus 
comprising a wheeled frame;,a ?uidtankmounted thereon, 
a spraying frame securedtosaid wheeled frame connected 
to said tank; wheel: guide..meansatode?neathepath of 
said wheeled frameand beingadapted- to cooperate with 
the wheels of the "car to :be:washedtand'comprising a' pair 
of substantially; parallel elongated! members ide?ning. a 
guide trough for therwheels of the-apparatus;and':locating 
shoes secured to. one of<saidfmernbers= opposite the‘side 
of the other member and‘ extending‘towardithe-carto be 
washed and adapted to'i-be'remov‘ably; placed'against-the 
wheel of the car to be washed; whereby, when the wheels 
on one side of the apparatus are :dispose'd'between said 
elongated members, vand the. locating ‘shoes are placed 
against the wheels of the carv to be washed,'the apparatus 
may travel along the lengthof'thecar without danger of 
collision therewith. 

7. ‘An apparatus according to claim 6 wherein. the 10 
cating shoes comprisea holding section extending trans~ 
versely of the length of the elongated members; . con 
nection means associated with said elongated members 
and securing said holding‘ sectionto one of said members; 
and a forked section extending substantially parallel to the 
length of said elongated members and- secured to said 
holding section, and adapted to partly embrace a wheel of 

‘ the car to be washed. 

8. An apparatusaccording to claim? wherein, thecon 
nection means are slidablealongithe. lengthof ,theelon 
gated member, .whereby the .locating. shoes are. adjustable 
for different lengths of wheel-bases of carsto be washed. 

9. An apparatus according to claim 6 including spac 
ing means secured to.said elongated-members .to__main 
tain said members .in predetermined,.spacedtparallel re 
lation. 

‘' (References “011 ‘following page) 
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